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CREATIVE & 
PERFORMANT
Our creative, technically, ecologically and 
socially performing company is a benchmark 
in the manufacture of customized and profi led 
tools. Louis BELET SA is ISO 9001 and 14001 
certifi ed since 2002.

LOUIS BELET SA
Les Gasses 11
CH - 2943 Vendlincourt
Tél. +41 (0) 32 474 04 10
Fax +41 (0) 32 474 45 42
www.louisbelet.ch
info@louisbelet.ch

Since 1948
Louis BELET SA is a family business of about 150 em-
ployees. The company is run by the two grandchildren 
of the founder, Mrs Roxane Piquerez and Mr Arnaud 
Maître.

The quest of excellence
Bélet’s spirit relies on the quest of excellence. In all our activities, we 
constantly focus on fi nding the best solutions, for our customers and our 
employees.

Quality and environmental management are testifi ed by our ISO 9001:2008 

and ISO 14001:2004 certifi cations.

List of authorized distributors 
available on www.louisbelet.ch



AN EQUIPMENT POOL OF 
ULTRAMODERN MACHINES
As a tool manufacturer, Louis Bélet has a comprehensive collection of 
modern production equipment. It is notably made up of machines 
that have come from LBSA’s own development, equipped with control 
cameras and a made to measure CAM system.

WATCHMAKING & JEWELLERY PRODUCTION 
Louis BELET excels in manufacturing customized end mills for the high 
end watchmaking market. Our tool quality and high reactivity enabled us 
to become a benchmark for the leading watchmaking brands.

AERONAUTIC INDUSTRY 
Bélet offers several tools designed for machining aluminium, titanium, 
inconel and alloyed steels. In addition, a specific set of tools has been 
developed for machining composite materials.

SERVICE
Our R&D department is ready to meet your technical challenges, whether to build a tool or develop a machining strategy.
We offer a resharpening service for most tools, including those of the competition.

AIMING FOR EXCELLENCE WITH 
CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT DEVICES
Manufacturing tools of high-precision implies the use of high-tech 
instruments. LBSA has digital cameras, laser measuring devices as well as 
CNC measuring machines.

EXPERT  TOOLS
Cutting tools from the EXPERT serie are specific and exclusive end 
mills and drills. They have been developed by our R&D department for 
targeted machining of specific materials.

SPECIAL TOOLS IN SOLID CARBIDE OR PCD

STANDARD TOOLS IN SOLID CARBIDE OR PCD

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES 
Because of our know how and experience over more than half a century 
in customized tools, Louis BELET has become an essential partner for the 
leading names in the medical industry.

MICROMECHANICS
Bélet’s standard and custom end mills are used by leading companies 
in this sector. Thanks to our high end CNC machines, we are able to 
produce theses tools in large quantities.

• • TitanTitaniumium
•• Stainless steel Stainless steel  

••  CompositeComposite
•• Brass Brass

•• Aluminium Aluminium

- Hob cutters for gears
- Mills for snailing
- Tools for machining dots and pockets

- Special punch tools
- Tools for machining between watch lugs
- Profiled T-slot cutters

- Step drills
- Tools with coolant holes
- Profiled inserts

Louis Bélet offers more than 125 types of tools, available from stock uncoated or coated with a very wide range of dimensions.

- End mills
- Circular saws

- Drills
- Thread tools


